
Glazing Guide.
A simple explanation of our 

glazing techniques.



WHAT IS 
GLAZING?

Glazing adds subtle richness, depth and dimension to a wood 

surface—it’s a color finish applied by a craftsperson, then detailed 

by hand.

First the glaze is flooded over the base stain or paint, then hand-wiped, leaving small 

traces in the cracks, crevices, grainlines, recesses and grooves of the door. Then, by hand, 

the craftsperson customizes each door by working glaze into the grooves or up against 

raised areas, using a brush—which can leave a few brush strokes here and there, to 

further convey the sense of an artful, human touch.

Get more ideas at
Merillat.com
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Mesa Oak Chocolate with Mocha Glaze
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Verona Maple Biscotti with Cocoa Glaze
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WHEN TO 
GLAZE.

Choose a glazing technique when your customer is going for a “less 

formal” feel.

Deciding to go with glazing is a subjective call, and customers need help making the decision. In 

general, they should choose glazing when they’re looking to make the kitchen look a little more 

“lived in.” But even that’s subjective: glazing has a different effect on every door.

Each individual cabinet will feel slightly unique. Glazing makes any style look and feel hand-

touched by humans, so don’t choose glazing if your customers want their look to be uniform, 

perfect, and precise.
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STAIN WITH
GLAZING. 
COMPARISON.

Here’s a side-by-side look at the same door with the same stain 

finish—before being glazed by a Merillat Masterpiece® craftsperson 

with a brush, and after the process is complete. 

You can see that a stain with glazing darkens the base color. That’s because there’s 

additional color in the glaze flood coat. When selecting a door style, keep in mind that 

glaze flood coat forms darker puddles in the recesses of the door, which the craftsperson 

hand details to accentuate the specific features of that door. The more recesses, the 

darker the overall effect.

Important note: Stained veneer center panel doors naturally absorb more color than solid panels—so they’re even darker. Keep in 
mind that the “frame” of each door is solid wood, so there could be a difference: a lighter frame, a darker center. Not everyone likes 
that look, so if you have any doubts, the safest choice is to go with a solid panel.
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Stain
Praline

Stain with Glaze 
Praline Stain with

Onyx Glazing
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PAINT WITH
GLAZING. 
COMPARISON.

Now, a side-by-side look with the same paint, before and after 

being glazed by a Merillat Masterpiece® craftsperson.  

Notice that the color of the glaze will have less overall impact on paint than you see  

with a stain. Glaze flood coat doesn’t penetrate the wood because it’s already absorbed 

paint—so the glaze sits on top of the paint as our craftsperson handwipes it off the door,  

and darkens the overall look far less. 

Still, some of the glaze puddles in the recesses of the door, so the color impact is 

noticeable when the craftsperson uses a brush to detail by hand the grooves and  

raised profiles.
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Paint
Canvas

Paint with Glaze 
Canvas Paint with

Cocoa Glazing
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EVERY DOOR STYLE 
HOLDS GLAZING 
DIFFERENTLY. 

The more grooves and raised profiles, the 
more glazing highlights will be apparent.
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Recessed panel door with a slab 
drawer front.

As you can see, there aren’t many grooves or profiles 
for the glazing to hang up in. You won’t see very much 
difference between this and a straight paint or stain.

Raised panel door with detailed slab 
drawer front.

Since this door has more detail for highlighting because 
of the profiled areas, more glazing will hang up in the 
grooves and be visible—even the drawer front has a 
place to catch some of the glazing.  

Raised panel door with a 5-piece 
drawer front.

This door was made for glazing. Just look at all those 
grooves. Door styles with more pronounced edges, 
applied moldings, and extra details like the 5-piece 
drawer front are the best for the glazing technique.
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Use solid wood panel doors for stains 
with glazing. As we’ve mentioned previously 
but want to emphasize again here: a stained veneer 
center panel door will hold the glazing differently 
from the surrounding stiles and rails, which form the 
individual door’s frame—since the stiles and rails are 
solid wood, they will hold less glaze and be a lighter 
color than the stained veneer center panel. This 
“mismatch effect” may or may not be too noticeable 
in a single door, but it will be in a whole kitchen. 
 
Ornate door designs are ideal for glazing. 
The more grooves, the better. Glazing is a finish 
upcharge, so these considerations make sure your 
customers feel like they’re getting their money’s worth.

If the door style has a slab drawer front, 
select the deluxe drawer front option 
when available. This will make the glazing look 
more even between the door and the drawer front. 
More grooves for hang ups. 
 
Full overlay doors are best. Since the face 
frame is flat, the glazing will not have any place to 
hang-up. This can cause the door and face frame to 
look different.

OUR 
RECOMMENDATION.

Show your creativity with Merillat Masterpiece®. 
Here’s some advice to guide you.
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OUR STRONGEST RECOMMENDATION:
ORDER A DOOR SAMPLE.
Glazing is difficult for some customers to imagine. They may think they know what the finished product will 
look like, but when their fully-glazed kitchen is installed, it’s not what they expected. This issue can often 
be prevented by ordering a door sample.
 
We rebate the sample cost if they choose Merillat Masterpiece®. 
If your customers order Merillat Masterpiece®, we will rebate the cost of the door sample—
so there’s very little risk in spending a little up front to make sure they’re happy.

AND NOW, SOME SUGGESTIONS TO
COMPLETE THE EFFECT. 
 
Always finish exposed ends with a decorative panel. This insures a uniform glazed look. It 
could be a replacement door, a matching end panel or an integrated end. 

Choose moldings, trims and corbels with a more ornate profile to get a feeling of hand-
applied detail and full opportunity for glaze hang up. For example, consider: 

• Starter or Sterling Starter Molding
• Classic Crown, Large or Small Federal Molding, Large or Small Cove Molding; Ogee Molding,  

Large or Small Cove Light Rail
• Raised or Recessed Panel Valance 
• Decorative, Federal, Roman Spindle or Sterling legs

 
Use wainscot panels or paneling with replacement doors to show glazing on the 
backs of islands and peninsulas. Other nice options are V-groove or beaded paneling, depending 
on the style of the kitchen and your customer’s preference.

With glass doors, consider an opaque glass. The matching interior, especially when lit, can 
look lighter than the exterior’s glazed finish. If your customer chooses a clear glass, you can help minimize 
that color difference with our contrasting, V-groove or beaded back options.
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A WORD ABOUT 
HANDCRAFTING.

Our seasoned craftspeople have mastered art and science of glazing. 

Your doors will be glazed by them.

These people hand-apply glaze detail, using their training to take into account the design, wood 

species, color and type of glazing finish to give every single inch its own charming character.

So again: make your customer aware, each cabinet will be one-of-a-kind, hand-crafted and 

executed by an artist-craftsperson—no two cabinets alike, just like fingerprints.
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UNDERSTANDING 
CUSTOMERS’ 
EXPECTATIONS.

Now made easier by this handy list format.
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Glazing is a handcrafted process, and looks it: each cabinet will
have individual characteristics and feel less uniform.

Glazing results in a one-of-a-kind, less formal, “lived in” kitchen,
created by a craftsperson trained specifically to consider the design,
wood species, color and type of glazing. 

Every door holds glazing differently, depending on how ornate
the design is—the more grooves, the better.

Color affects the prominence of the glazing.

Full overlay is best.

If the door style has a slab drawer front, select the deluxe drawer 
front option when available.

Use solid wood panel doors for stains with glaze.

We highly recommend ordering a sample. If a customer orders
Merillat Masterpiece®, we will rebate the cost.

Don’t forget “finishing touches,” such as finishing exposed ends
with a decorative panel.
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BEST CHOICE RECOMMENDATION
We’ll put this icon next to doors we would consider the 
best choices for the glazing technique.

The red line shows you exactly where 
we will hand apply the glaze detail. 

Note, however, that the red lines do not show how much glaze detail is 
applied. These red lines are simply intended to help everyone understand 
where our craftspeople focus on creating highlights for a unique look on 
each door, using a brush which may leave visible, imprecise, inconsistent 
stroke marks. Some door styles have recessed profiles that will collect 
glazing hang up and should not be confused with the hand-applied glaze 
detail. Glazing hang up areas are NOT identified by the red lines. We’ll just 
show one wood species per door style.

FOLLOW
THE RED LINE.

A visual guide.
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BENTLEY

ALC1 - CHERRY

ALM1 - MAPLE

Solid wood mitered door 
frame with 2 1/2" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square solid raised panel 
on wall and base doors

Door frame features inset 
beaded molding

 ALINA
2020 code:

BTH9 - HICKORY

BTM9 - MAPLE

BTO9 - OAK

Solid wood mitered door 
frame with 2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square solid raised panel 
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
(recommended for glaze) 
5-Piece drawer front

2020 code:
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CSC9 - CHERRY

CSH9 - HICKORY

CSM9 - MAPLE

CSO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame with 
3" stiles and rails 

Full overlay

Square solid raised panel
on wall and base doors

Standard:
(recommended for glaze) 
5-Piece drawer front

 CALISEO
2020 code:

CAC9 - CHERRY

CAH9 - HICKORY

CAM9 - MAPLE

CAO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square veneer recessed panel 
on wall and base doors

Standard:
Slab drawer front

CALAIS
2020 code:
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CVC9 - CHERRY

CVH9 - HICKORY

CVM9 - MAPLE

CVO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame with 
3" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square solid raised panel on wall 
and base doors

Standard: 
(recommended for glaze) 
5-Piece drawer front

 CIVANO
2020 code:

DAB9 - RUSTIC BIRCH

AC6C9 - RUSTIC CHERRY

AC6M9 - RUSTIC MAPLE

Solid wood door frame
with 2 3/4" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square solid raised panel 
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
Slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
Deluxe raised panel 
drawer front (DRPD)

CIMMARON
2020 code:
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PWC9 - CHERRY

PWH9 - HICKORY

PWM9 - MAPLE

PWO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Roman arched solid raised 
panel wall doors 

Square solid raised panel 
base doors

Standard:
Detailed slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

 FAIRLANE ARCH
2020 code:

FLCC9 - CHERRY

FLCH9 - HICKORY

FLCM9 - MAPLE

FLCO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails 

Full overlay

Catherdral arched solid raised 
panel wall doors

Square solid raised panel
on base doors

Standard:
Detailed slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

 FAIRLANE CATHEDRAL
2020 code:
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FLRC9 - CHERRY

FLRH9 - HICKORY

FLRM9 - MAPLE

FLRO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails 

Full overlay

Crown arched solid raised 
panel wall doors

Square solid raised panel
on base doors

Standard:
Detailed slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

 FAIRLANE CROWN
2020 code:

MTB9 - BIRCH

MTC9 - CHERRY

MTH9 - HICKORY

MTM9 - MAPLE

MTO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails 

Full overlay

Square solid raised panel
on base doors

Standard:
Detailed slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

 FAIRLANE SQUARE
2020 code:
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AB9C9 - CHERRY

Solid wood door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square veneer raised panel 
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
Slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
Deluxe raised panel 
drawer front (DRPD)

FOX COURT SQUARE FULL
2020 code:

AB7C9 - CHERRY

Solid wood door frame with
2 3/16" stiles and rails

Half inch overlay 

Square veneer raised panel 
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
Slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
Deluxe raised panel 
drawer front (DRPD)

FOX COURT SQUARE HALF
2020 code:
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AC0C9 - CHERRY

Solid wood door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Roman arched veneer raised panel 
wall doors

Square veneer raised  
panel base doors

Standard: 
Slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
Deluxe raised panel 
drawer front (DRPD)

FOX COURT ROMAN FULL 
2020 code:

AB8C9 - CHERRY

Solid wood door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails

Half inch overlay

Roman arched veneer raised panel 
wall doors

Square veneer raised  
panel base doors 

Standard: 
Slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
Deluxe raised panel 
drawer front (DRPD)

FOX COURT ROMAN HALF 
2020 code:
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HYC9 - CHERRY

HYH9 - HICKORY

HYM9 - MAPLE

HYO9 - OAK

Solid wood mitered door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square veneer recessed panel
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
(recommended for glaze) 
5-Piece drawer front

HADLEY
2020 code:

AB1C9 - CHERRY

AB1M9 - MAPLE

Solid wood mitered door frame with 
3" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square solid raised panel
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
Slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze) 
Deluxe raised panel 
drawer front (DRPD)

GALLINA SQUARE 
2020 code:
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AC4C9 - CHERRY 

AC4M9 - MAPLE

AC4O9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame with 2 3/16" 
stiles and rails

Half inch overlay

Square veneer recessed panel on 
wall and base doors

Standard: 
Slab drawer front

HARMOND
2020 code:

LDC9 - CHERRY

LDH9 - HICKORY

LDM9 - MAPLE

LDO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square veneer recessed panel on 
wall and base doors

Standard: 
(recommended for glaze) 
5-Piece drawer front

LADERA
2020 code:
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TYC9 - CHERRY

TYH9 - HICKORY

TYM9 - MAPLE

TYO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 1/4" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square veneer recessed panel
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
Slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

LANDIS SQUARE
2020 code:

LARC9 - CHERRY

LARH9 - HICKORY

LARM9 - MAPLE

LARO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 3/4" stiles and 3" rails

Full overlay

Square solid raised panel
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

LAREDO SQUARE
2020 code:
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Stain with Glaze 
Antique Chocolate 

with Mocha Glazing
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AB3C9 - CHERRY

AB3M9 - MAPLE

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 5/8" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square solid recessed panel
on wall and base doors

Applied decorative molding

Standard: 
(recommended for glaze) 
5-Piece drawer front

LUCCA SQUARE
2020 code:

MAC9 - CHERRY

MAH9 - HICKORY

MAM9 - MAPLE

MAO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square veneer recessed panel
on wall and base doors

Applied decorative molding

Standard: 
Detailed slab drawer front

MARIETTA
2020 code:
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MSC9 - CHERRY

MSH9 - HICKORY

MSM9 - MAPLE

MSO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square veneer recessed panel
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
(recommended for glaze) 
5-Piece drawer front

MARSETT
2020 code:

MPB9 - BIRCH

MPC9 - CHERRY

MPH9 - HICKORY

MPM9 - MAPLE

MPO9 - OAK

AC7C9 - RUSTIC CHERRY

AC7M9 - RUSTIC MAPLE

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square veneer recessed panel 
on wall and base doors

Standard:
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

Optional: 
Classic drawer front (CLDF)

MARTEL                        
2020 code:
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MRO9 - QUARTERSAWN OAK

Solid wood door 
frame with 2 1/4" 
stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square oak quartersawn 
veneer recessed center panel on 
wall and base doors

Solid oak quartersawn slab drawer 
fronts  

Standard: 
Slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
Deluxe recessed panel 
drawer front (DRPD)

MESA
2020 code:

DRHC9 - CHERRY

DRHM9 - MAPLE

DRHO9 - OAK

DRHH9- HICKORY

Solid wood door frame with 
3" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square solid recessed panel 
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
Slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
Deluxe recessed panel 
drawer front (DRPD)

MONTRESANO SQUARE   

2020 code:
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AA0C9 - CHERRY

AA0M9 - MAPLE

Solid wood mitered door frame 
with 2 5/8" stiles 
and rails

Full overlay

Square solid raised panel
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

 TEMORA SQUARE
2020 code:

SOC9 - CHERRY

SOH9 - HICKORY

SOM9 - MAPLE

SOO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square veneer recessed panel on 
wall and base doors

Applied decorative molding

Standard: 
Detailed slab drawer front

SONOMA
2020 code:
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TWAC9 - CHERRY

TWAH9 - HICKORY

TWAM9 - MAPLE

TWAO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails

Half inch overlay

Roman arched solid raised 
panel wall doors 

Square solid raised panel 
base doors

Standard:
Detailed slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

TOWNLEY ARCH
2020 code:

TWCC9 - CHERRY

TWCH9 - HICKORY

TWCM9 - MAPLE

TWCO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 3/16" stiles and rails 

Half inch overlay

Cathedral arched solid raised 
panel wall doors

Square solid raised panel
on wall and base doors

Standard:
Detailed slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

TOWNLEY CATHEDRAL
2020 code:
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TWRC9 - CHERRY

TWRH9 - HICKORY

TWRM9 - MAPLE

TWRO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame with 
2 3/16" stiles and rails

Half inch overlay

Crown arched solid raised 
panel wall doors

Square solid raised panel 
base doors

Standard:
Detailed slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

TOWNLEY CROWN
2020 code:

TWSC9 - CHERRY

TWSH9 - HICKORY

TWSM9 - MAPLE

TWSO9 - OAK

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 3/16" stiles and rails 

Half inch overlay

Square solid raised panel
on wall and base doors

Standard:
Detailed slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
5-Piece drawer front

TOWNLEY SQUARE
2020 code:
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ED9- MAPLE

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Square veneer raised panel
on wall and base doors

Standard: 
Detailed slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
Deluxe raised panel 
drawer front (DRPD)

VERONA
2020 code:

EDC9 - MAPLE

Solid wood door frame 
with 2 3/16" stiles and rails

Full overlay

Roman arched veneer  
raised panel wall doors

Square veneer raised panel
on base doors

Standard: 
Detailed slab drawer front

Optional:
(recommended for glaze)
Deluxe raised panel 
drawer front (DRPD)

VERONA ARCH
2020 code:
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Merillat.com 
This consumer-facing website offers many ways to inspire organizational solutions in beautiful cabinetry options, as well as drive business to our dealers. 
Here are some highlights:

 • View inspirational designs and photos.

 • Download floor plan drawings from photosets to gather design ideas.

 • Visualize door styles by wood species and finish.

 • Use the “Features & Accessories for Your Lifestyle” to view organizational solutions by room type.

 • Engage consumers by directing them to the “Step-by-Step Kitchen Planner” to create a mood board to share with their designer.

 • Educate consumers about wood characteristics, installation, Merillat sustainability initiatives, and dos and don’ts of cabinetry care.

MerillatBusiness.com 
If you’re not currently registered for MerillatBusiness.com, you could be missing important product and brand information that can assist you with your 
Merillat sales efforts. It’s quick and easy, so visit the site and register today. It will enable you to:

 • Check order status.

 • Download or order product literature, like the product brochure, specification and price books, door/style finish codes, and 20-20 Design 
     updates. (For questions on 20-20 Design, email creator@mascocabinetry.com.)

 • Download promotional materials, such as brand campaign print ads, direct mail postcards, videos and counter cards.

 • Order samples and displays, like wood chips, selection centers, and sample doors and backer cards.

Merillat Customer Care Resources 
Electronic means are convenient, but sometimes you just need to talk to a person, and Merillat Customer Care consultants are here to help. Your consultant 
can help you:

 • Order product.

 • Follow up on orders or track delivery progress.

 • Discuss product situations or address invoice questions.

Your Merillat® Account Manager is there to help you … every step of the way. Make sure to contact them whenever you have questions, concerns or need 
information.

Additional assistance is available through Customer Care:
(800) 435-0791 or masterpiece@mascocabinetry.com

Looking for Merillat Masterpiece® sales support?  
These resources can help.

Merillat® cabinetry carries the seal of the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA) Certification Program, which assures that our cabinets  meet or 
exceed the rigorous standards set by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). Our cabinets are also independently tested to ANSI/KCMA A161.1–
2000 and paragraph 611–1.1, “HUD Minimum Property Standards–Housing 4910.1” 9-8-86.
 
Merillat Cabinetry demonstrates its commitment to environmental sustainability through meeting or exceeding the requirements as outlined in the 
Environmental Stewardship Program certification, administered by the KCMA.
 
All Merillat Cabinetry facilities have also obtained ISO 14001 certificate of approval, demonstrating our commitment to reducing the impact of operations on 
the environment.
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